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My opinion

"that an opinion has been widely held is no evidence whatever that it is not utterly absurd...." - Bertrand Russell (1929)

I vividly remember my first rejected article. The year was 1988, the pre-email era, and the big brown envelope arrived in the mail. It contained one copy of the manuscript; three hostile reviews; and a boilerplate rejection letter. They did not like my study on the effect of strict (versus routine) cleansing of the venipuncture site on contaminated blood cultures [1]. And I did not like their reviews. I told my mentor, a senior professor, that the reviews had no merit and that the peer-review process was unfair. He said that I was too young to express an opinion on the matter.

About 150 publications later, I am bald enough and bold enough to repeat the same statements in public. The reviews had no merit, the process was unfair, and that happened again many times in the following years. Not very long ago, I also felt secure enough to publish a harsh critique of common editorial practice [2]. But now I have a clearer picture of science and statistics. For instance, I know that my first rejected article contained a useless large P-value (no, my reviewers didn't know that), and that null hypothesis testing has little to do with science—even when the p-value is small.

In this fairly short article, I will state several truths about the publication machinery. If you bear with me through the end, I will also offer a substitute for the peer-review idol. To avoid the annoying qualifiers “mostly”, “generally”, “usually”, and the like, I will (usually) make sweeping generalizations. Feel free to insert the qualifiers yourself.

Almost everything gets published these days—somewhere: on the printed pages of a bound journal or on electronic pages in cyberspace. Traditional peer review, formerly portrayed as a gatekeeper, can no longer be claimed to play the gatekeeping role. Nor do thoughtful scientists need a gatekeeper anymore. They run a PubMed search or a Google search on keywords, and skim articles in their areas of interest, regardless of where they were published. If you are interested in the effect of the menopause on carpal tunnel syndrome, you will look for relevant text everywhere. Then, you will sort the information yourself, as well as you can.

These days, peer review mainly serves the battle among journals on their rankings, and sometimes on their profits, too. Intentionally or unintentionally, all of us help them declare winners and losers. We worship journals according to the percentage of articles that pass through their filters of peer review, and we worship their articles accordingly (“She has a paper in XXXX!”). That’s a simple-minded belief. Bad science spares no journal, no matter how dense the filter is; good science is not restricted to certain journals; and the journal’s “impact factor” (cheap rhetoric, by the way) is not an indicator of the quality of any of its articles [2-4]. Ironically perhaps, big-name journals often reject remarkable breakthroughs in science, because a breakthrough is not only difficult to make, but also difficult to recognize. (No wonder Nobel prizes are awarded decades after the discoveries are made.) Publishers of journals thrive on reputation, an idea taken from the business world: nothing to cherish, from the consumer’s viewpoint. The brand name is considered to be good, because many customers thought it was good. And why did many customers think it was good? Because the brand name was considered to be good. But is the article you are reading in this big-name journal really good? Not necessarily. Moreover, just as any business, a journal can be moved from the top of the list to the bottom of the list in a blink of an eye. What would happen to a journal if all of us decide to not send any more papers its way? The publisher will literally be forced to shut the doors.

No longer do we need to accept self-promoting apologies about printing space (“We receive many meritorious manuscripts and can publish only 15% of them”). New online journals pop up all the time, and they all beg us to submit our papers, each explaining why it is the best game in town. A seller’s market has turned into a buyer’s market.

Biomedical scientists are not genuinely interested in deciding on the merit of an article before it is published, or in “helping to improve it” before, or after, it is published. Editors drag them to the task, and they reluctantly agree, often or not so often. “Peer review is a service to science”, according to lip service, but if science is the beneficiary, you must be eager to read that new paper in your area of expertise before others do. No, you are not. Why not? Because chances are that it contains zero to minuscule knowledge. The article looks like science and reads like science, but no big discovery is waiting for you there. Inborn hostility
aside, it makes no difference to you whether it is published somewhere or not. You just help an editor play the pseudo-important peer-review game—as all of us do sooner or later.

I dislike dishonest language, and my list of dishonest words includes the pair “peer-reviewer”. First, what makes someone my peer and what makes me someone else’s peer? What are the criteria to distinguish a peer from a non-peer in science? There are no good criteria. Publishing on the same topic does not make two people peers: one may be a good scientist and the other might be a bad one. One might have studied research methods in depth, and the other might have no more than casual understanding of research design. It is the reputation game all over again. If you have published enough, you have got it. Second, a reader of an article, before publication or after publication, is not a reviewer. He or she is a reader. The word “reviewer” unjustly elevates one reader above the author (and other readers), but the honor does not last very long. One day A is invited to be a superior reviewer and B assumes the role of an inferior author, whereas a day later the titles are swapped: B is invited to be a superior reviewer and A drops to the level of an inferior author. Who invented that rhetorical nonsense (and I don’t mean abusing the verb “invite”)? Let’s think for a moment: If you are so incompetent (and biased) that you are unable to judge the merit of your own science, how could you be competent enough (and unbiased enough) to judge the merit of others’ science? Do you honestly accept the duality of competent reviewer and incompetent author within the mind of a single scientist? I don’t.

WebmedCentral took a big step in the right direction. No more anonymous, unpublished hostile critiques that restrict your academic freedom (in the name of science!), and help journals fight on their rankings, prestige, and profits. But more may be done. I don’t want to read cursory reader’s notes that took an hour or two to write, accompanied by check marks (“justified conclusions?”, “satisfactory length?”, “adequate references?”). If you really care to comment on a published article, don’t wait for an invitation. Sit down and take the time to write an article, long or short, that criticizes or praises that publication. Invest in your writing as much time as the author has invested, and be ready to read another article that criticizes your writing, and so on. The scientific exchange takes place between carefully-written arguments—sometimes years apart [5, 6]—not between an article and comments and check marks. Nor must it end with a one-time “author’s reply”, as one editor insisted when I tried to correct another author’s mistake. (He must have forgotten that living scientists sometimes argue with dead authors.)

WebmedCentral took a step in that direction too: It is called “Post Publication Peer Review of Published Literature”. (Inhale!) I hope the new category will eventually replace the current model of both pre-publication and post-publication critique of an article. And some day perhaps, the words “Peer Review” will also be replaced with something better. To show you what I had in mind, when I suggested adding that category, here are several examples of mine, which were published under various titles: discussion paper [6], article [7], commentary [8, 9], essay review [10], and letters to the editor [11, 12]. They are all “articles on articles” (or on books): non-anonymous critiques of published scientific literature. Whether right or wrong, short or long, each of them took a lot more thinking time and writing time than you and I typically devote to traditional peer review. I am looking forward to reading similar serious exchanges on WebmedCentral.

Finally, what is the role of a publishing house? Is it merely a venue for housing anything that a scientist or a physician wishes to publish? Does any signed clutter of words deserve to be published in the name of academic freedom?

Of course not. A publishing house that wishes to earn the readers’ respect should include two crucial positions: First, an editor who would weed out text that is simply too bad to be published, the kind of text that readers would not want to read: poor writing and poor expression of thought. Second, a copy editor who would correct embarrassing errors and suggest (not impose) grammatical improvements. Readers expect a minimal bar from any publisher; they will not respect a publishing house that does not show them that minimal kind of respect.
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